《The Mysterious CEO》
102 He is a child. Danmit! I am his second uncle and I won'st allow
you to harm him's
Si Li pointed towards Mo Jinnan "You… from which point of view, you are asking
questions from me and care for me, when you don't allow me to intervene in your
matters".
Si Li was talking about that night when he and Mo Jinnan had a fight because Mo
Jinnan didn't want Si Li to intervene in Mo Jinnan and Song Tianxin' relation.
Then Si Li pointed at Si Yan "And you… Do you really think I don't know what is
happening in the shooting? Didn't you think that your extra generosity makes us
worry?"
...
Last week, 'The Fighter' had a jumping scene from the building and Xiao Liu asked
someone to mess with the rope, which Wang Yan would be going to use for hanging.
However, Si Yan's assistant got the information about this and told Si Yan.
The shooting of 'The Fighter' was already being delayed because of dangerous scenes
and now if Si Yan revealed the schemes of Xiao Liu then the female lead would
change and they had to start from the beginning again.
So, Si Yan only warned Xiao Liu and told his assistant to get someone to replace the
rope.
However, before Si Yan's assistant would get someone to replace the rope, Wang Yan
already went to the rooftop of the building to practice the scene before the shoot.

At that time, Si Yan and his assistant reached the rooftop and when they saw Wang
Yan jumped from the building, their expression changed.
"Shut it!"
Si Yan immediately ran towards the edge and tied another rope around his stomach
and jumped after Wang Yan.

The production team didn't understand what was happening?
'Crack'
In that second, Wang Yan rope cut off, stunned director's face turned horrified.
Everyone who was standing on the rooftop held their breath. Some of them closed
their eyes because they couldn't see the consequence while others screamed out "OH
MY GOD…"
Even, Wang Yan's heart failed because of shock.
Luckily, Si Yan jumped at the right time and caught Wang Yan.
Seeing that Si Yan saved Wang Yan, everyone screamed out in the joy. However,
because of the sudden overstretched of the nerves, Si Yan had a stinging pain in his
shoulder.
Afterwards, Si Yan told the entire scenario to the director and producer, as it involved
someone's life. Therefore the director cut out most of the scene of Xiao Liu and
blacklist her from the rest of his films and even fired all the people, who helped Xiao
Liu.
With the help of Si Yan, this incident didn't come in the notice of the media, otherwise,
it would have affected the film badly.
However, nothing could be hidden from Si Li.
Back to present…
Both Mo Jinnan and Si Yan lowered their heads and stood in front of Si Li. It was
looking like a school scenario where Mo Jinnan and Si Yan looked like they were the
students in the school and they had something mischief, however, it was their bad luck
that they were caught up by their principal i.e. Si Li.
"If you don't have anything else to say, so now, get lost" Si Li coldly told to Si Yan.
Si Yan showed an evil smile to Mo Jinnan as if he was able to escape from Si Li's
punishment. Mo Jinnan shot both the brother an angry look.
Si Yan was about to leave the office, however, he remembered something and turned
around towards Si Li again "Ohhh…Yeah…Bro…I forgot to tell you
something…Sister-in-law is planning to celebrate Little Champ's birthday".
"What?" Mo Jinnan shouted in a shocked.

However, Si Li didn't react on this, as Lu Lan already told him about it.
"Don't worry, Bro Jinnan…Bro, won't allow her, right bro?" Si Yan consoled Mo
Jinnan.
Mo Jinnan looked at Si Li "You already know about it, right?"
Si Li didn't reply, but looked at him with a serious expression.
Si Yan and Mo Jinnan were feeling uneasy, even if Si Li knew about it, then he must
have stopped Lu Lan and he would have immediately replied to him now, but he
wasn't replying them...
What was he planning?...
"Now…What are you planning? He is a child, Damnit!" Mo Jinnan shouted at Si Li.
Si Li pressed a button and called Mu Che inside his office.
"President" Mu Che came inside.
Mu Che could sense that situation didn't seem to be nice here…
What was happening?...
Si Li looked at three of them and said "We are going to celebrate Little Champ's
birthday"
Three of them was shocked, Little Champ's birthday…
Si Li then continued again "And… I am planning to repeat that incident again".
"What the f*uk are you talking about?" Mo Jinnan yelled and looked angrily at Si Li.
"I am his father and I know what I am doing" Si Li didn't affect with Mo Jinnan's
anger.
"He is a child. Danmit! I am his second uncle and I won't allow you to harm him"
Even Mo Jinnan declared a war.
"But… he is my responsibility and now he is my son. Don't forget this…" Si Li coldly
said.

